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According to Professor Gerald Schroeder, a nuclear physicist from MIT, Godâ€™s creation took 15

billion years, but also six twenty-four hour days as Scripture states! The answer lies in time dilation

in our universe. Things that look very small, like distant stars, are actually very large. And times that

seem very short, like six days for all of creation, become very longâ€”even as long as 15 billion

years. â€œHow can these things be?â€• Just read this book.
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I need to know! I believe in God and the Bible, but my natural curiosity about science and the

natural world seems to clash. Thanks to Gerald Schroeder I can now reconcile my intelligence with

my faith. Billions of years old universe and six day creation explained! !

I bought the printed version from Levitt. A good summary of Schroeder's book 'The Science of God'

which I have also read. I have read almost all of Schroeder's books which are all worthwhile and



being from a Hebrew scholar and nuclear physicist they provide a perspective not found elsewhere.

Many videos are also on YouTube.

Yes! A great read on my Kindle when on the plane. I am also trying to read his more involved book

about Genesis and Big Bang. I highly recommend this, though, because it's more to the point and

explained in layman's terms (when someone gets too deep into physics, my brain spins like a

wacked-out sister particle). I always knew God is the inventor of the Universe so Genesis and the

truth that scientists are uncovering should not be at odds, and in fact, the opposite. I am sad when

many scientists revile God's hand in the Universe and many religious people revile scientists hand

in showing the most amazing facts to us (my mother devoted her life to helping eagles get off the

endangered list, so I can't help but feel like a "child in the middle" during these damn stupid

arguments of theology which are, in the end, moot and time-wasting). They bolster each other and

are not at odds, unless pride and ego get in the way. Science can be a religion and religion can be

"a science," but that don't save no one, no how.

Everyone who struggles with the out dated, inaccurate science of Darwinian Evolution should read

this book. True science and the Bible are not actually in conflict. It is only when bias, ignorance or

corruption exist on either side that the conflict emerges.

This provides a brief overview of the exceptional works already published by Dr. Schroeder:

"Genesis and the Big Bang" & "The Science of God". A must for any Biblical student wishing to

understand the science of the creation process.

Other than The Hiroshima Agenda, by Robert Clemons, this is the best book I've read this summer.

I love the way Schroeder uses scientific discoveries of the 20th and 21st century to show that those

new findings are only supporting what ancient oral history and very early printed history (by Moses,

the writer of the first 5 books of the Bible) knew and said thousands of years ago. Everyone who

wants to understand the nature of reality better should read Genesis One by Schroeder and The

Hiroshima Agenda by Clemons.

A good book for understanding how science and creation can both be in agreement.

Best Bible believing apologist I have ever read
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